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Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1998. Condition: Neu.
Complete in 2 Volumes: I:An imposing literary figure in America
and Europe during the first half of the twentieth century,
Ludwig Lewisohn (1882-1955) struggled with feelings of
alienation in Christian America that were gradually resolved by
his developing Jewish identity, a process reflected in hundreds
of works of fiction, literary analysis, and social criticism. Born
in Berlin, Lewisohn moved with his family in 1890 to South
Carolina. In time Lewisohn became a notable scholar and
translator of German and French literature, teaching at
Wisconsin and Ohio State. Following his mother's death in
1914, he began to explore the Jewish life he had rejected, and
by 1920 became a Zionist committed to fighting assimilation.
Lewisohn ended his leisurely writer's life in 1934 to awaken
America to the growing Nazi threat. Poised to face the
unfinished marital battle at home, but anxious to engage in the
coming struggle for Jewish survival and the future of Western
civilization, he set sail, unsure of what lay ahead. II: This second
volume portrays Lewisohn's last decades as an outspoken
opponent of Nazi Germany, a leading promoter of Jewish
resettlement in Palestine, a member of Brandeis University's
first...
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This sort of publication is everything and made me seeking forward and much more. Better then never, though i am
quite late in start reading this one. I am easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a created pdf.
-- Q uinton B a listr er i-- Q uinton B a listr er i

A really amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
You are going to like the way the blogger write this pdf.
-- Pr of . B er tr a m  Ullr ich Jr .-- Pr of . B er tr a m  Ullr ich Jr .
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